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DISCLAIMER

This white paper prepared by SET is for elaboraon, descripon and for 

informaonal purposes only, This is not an offer or a solicitaon to buy or sell 

any securies or to invest in any financial instruments. 

The SET tokens are not intended to constute securies in any jurisdicon. This 

Whitepaper does not constute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and 

is not intended to constute an offer of securies or a solicitaon for 

investment in securies in any jurisdicon.

TThis Whitepaper does not constute or form part of any opinion on any advice 

to sell, or any solicitaon of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the SET to 

purchase any SET nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentaon 

form the basis of, or be relied upon regarding, any contract or investment 

decision.

The distributor will be an affiliate of SET and will deploy all proceeds of SET 

sales to SET’s cryptocurrency project, businesses and operaons.

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ENTITLED “DISCLAIMER 

OF LIABILITY”, “NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

BY YOU”, “CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD- LOOKING STATEMENTS”, “NO ADVICE”, 

“RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION”, “NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR 

REGISTRATION” AND “RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES”. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION 

YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER 

PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

------------------------
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No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in 

relaon to the sale and purchase of SET and no cryptocurrency or other form 

of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper.

AAny agreement as between the distributor and you as a purchaser, and in 

relaon to any sale and purchase, of SET (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is 

to be governed by only a separate document se ng out the terms and 

condions (the “T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies 

between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the T&Cs shall prevail.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SET is a new cryptocurrency Token that addresses today's environmental 

polluon concerns, climate change effects and the health and fitness levels of 

the world’s cizens. Wardwizard Joy E-Bike helps in reducing the carbon 

footprint by providing a means of transportaon with zero emissions and 

contributes to the maintenance of good health and fitness levels.

WWardwizard introduces products that are environmentally friendly. Fresh air 

and Fitness are in high demand. The e-Bike, air purifiers, and an eco-friendly 

corporate culture answer the call by providing products and services that are 

consistent with the Core Values of the Wardwizard Management Team and 

contribute to the benefit of humanity.

TThe SET project promotes Eco-friendly products and environment savvy 

Technology on a DeCentralized Open Source Blockchain Plaorm. SET is a 

Rewards like discount Token, used for promong the sale of an-polluon 

products and createing an ecosystem for environmentally sustainable 

businesses and entrepreneurs across the globe. The main objecve is to 

develop a global plaorm or marketplace where you can buy eco-friendly 

products that are manufactured by Wardwizard  other manufacturers who want 

toto ulize the plaorm to sell their eco-friendly products to like-minded 

consumers.

-------------------------------------------
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SET's plaorm strives to provide its users with the ability to sell eco-friendly 

products and gives the public an opportunity to contribute to companies whose 

mission aligns with their own eco-friendly goals through the contribuon of 

SET Tokens. Anyone who wants to contribute in the funding of these 

eco-friendly projects can do so by joining the SET Community. The membership 

requires SET Tokens. 

TThe Wardwizard Management Team leverages their extensive collecve 

network of Strategic Partners and will lead by example in the eco-friendly 

space. Wardwizard sees this as a great opportunity for a sustainable future in 

the manufacturing sector of these specialized products.

When you want to just do the right thing, Wardwizard has the product for you 

and the SET Token will be the median to obtain the best eco-friendly products 

available.
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Reduce Carbon Footprint/Emissions

Build Sustainable environment

We want to save the world for future generation

Reduce Environmental Pollution

Reduce Global Warming

INTRODUCTION

GOAL

In today's environment, climate change and polluon concerns us all. 

Wardwizard Joy E-Bike helps to reduce the carbon footprint because it offers 

transportaon with zero emissions. We already have some core products that 

promote environmental sustainability, including the e-cycle and air purifier. You 

may use the SET Token to purchase these goods with a discount.

-------------------------------
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OUR ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

PUBLIC BICYCLE SHARING (PBS) SYSTEM

WARD WIZARD SOLUTION

---------------------------------------------

Joy e-bike is a cool, funky baery powered 

bicycle, the Latest offering by Wardwizard 

Soluons.

PBSPBS is a form of a public transportaon, where 

bicycles are strategically placed in a closely 

spaced network of staons, and offered for 

public use. The locaon of the bicycles can be 

tracked and monitored through a control center.

Wardwizard Soluons India Pvt Ltd. is enterprise in 

the field of technology and health oriented 

consumer products. It offers unique and innovave 

products that help its community live an enhanced 

and healthier lifestyle in these changing mes.
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OUT DOOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROLLER

As part of this project we Install 

Outdoor Air Polluon Controllers for 

FREE at Public Locaons with a Unique 

Revenue & Sustainability Model. Our 

Organizaon is commied to 

Developing products which have a 

major impact in curbing outdoor Air 

Polluon Polluon Levels across the Globe.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

At Green Planet Corporaon, we deal with the solid 

waste management. Yes, the "waste" also needs 

management.

As part of this project we facilitate government 

local bodies like Municipal Corporaons to recycle 

and reuse solid waste for beerment of the Society 

& farmers of the naon. 
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SOLAR RENEWABLE PROJECTS

We also offer Solar Power/Renewable 

Energy Consulng, Engineering and 

Contracng under SET space with 

extensive experience and experse in 

solar/Renewable Energy Industry. To 

date we have been associated as Solar 

Energy consultants for about 150 MW 

Grid-Grid-connected Solar PV projects India.

-----------------------------------------------------
OUR STRATEGIC BUSINESS PARTNER

Mulc Technology Sp. z o.o. is a rapidly developing company of the ICT 

(Informaon and Communicaons Technology) industry and manufacturer of 

advanced mulfuncon payment terminals.

We design and manufacture:

Advanced car park systems including pay staons, entry and exit 

terminals,

Electronic communicaon modules,

Telecommunicaon systems,

Industrial  automaon systems,

Access control systems,

HHardware and so ware soluons custom-made for needs of our 

clients.
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BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION IN OUR 
TOKEN GENERATION EVENT (TGE) :
-----------------------------------------------------
If you want to see our future generaons grow up with the same beauful 

planet as humans enjoy today, SET is a perfect opportunity to look forward. 

This  TGE is not focused on commercial gain, rather, the company aims to 

contribute to humanity as a whole.

SET TOKENS HAVE A CLEAR UTILITY:
------------------------------------------------
The SET Token is nothing but a token of discount for our services offering 

across the globe. It's a ulity token or API token or discount token.

MISSION STATEMENT
-------------------------

The SET Token was created to facilitate global environmental sustainability 

through innovave product introducons. We aimed at reducing the world’s 

carbon footprint and improving the health and fitness levels of everyone on 

the globe. We are demonstrang how blockchain technology can be 

instrumental in this quest through the use of mulmedia channels for the 

beerment of society and generaons to come.

WHY SET IS UNIQUE ?
--------------------------
Our plaorm promotes Eco-friendly products and environmentally Savvy 
Technology on the Blockchain.

The SET is a discount Token, redeemable in exchange for an-polluon 
products. SET also to creates an ecosystem for Environmentally business 
Entrepreneurs across the globe.
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----------------------
SET PLATFORM

The graphic above depicts the SET ecosystem, involving all the key 

stakeholders.

SET is a plaorm built on top of the Ethereum blockchain, using SET Tokens as 

the fuel for the plaorm. The plaorm ulizes various smart contracts to 

manage funds and transacons of donors and the receiving organizaons.

SET plaorm will offer its users a user friendly interface, including integraon 

of one or more exchanges to instantly convert other cryptocurrencies to SET 

Token and use on the plaorm, equipped with a fully funconal wallet to store 

funds and transact on the plaorm.

OVERVIEW
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---------------------
BACKGROUND

Given below is the basic terminology that is relevant and essenal to 

understand the technology and innovaon behind the SET plaorm.

Blockchain technology is a form of distributed ledger technology that 

revoluonized the concept of money, with the advent of Bitcoin over the past 

decade. Blockchain offers a database, spread over a network of computers 

around the world where all data is stored in an immutable, tamperproof manner 

without the need of an intermediary to ensure the trustworthiness of the data. 

This feature of the blockchain technology enabled Bitcoin to be used as a 

peepeer-to-peer medium of exchange as a replacement for convenonal money 

without the need of middlemen such as banks, credit card companies, 

governments etc. This adopon of blockchain technology has today led to the 

rise to several cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin to enter mainstream economy as a 

replacement for convenonal currencies for value transfer around the world.

Ethereum is a blockchain powered plaorm that extends the feature of the 

technology underlying Bitcoin, to be used for developing smart applicaons 

that would be distributed over the network of computers powering the 

ethereum blockchain. These apps are called Distributed Apps or DAPPS and 

Ethereum today is the world’s most widely adopted DAPPS development 

plaorm.

A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

B. ETHEREUM PLATFORM 
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Smart contracts are contracts wrien on a plaorm such as Ethereum, where 

there need not exist a third party to ensure the successful execuon of a 

mutual agreement or a contract between two pares. Smart contracts allow two 

pares to transact between each other based on certain terms of agreement, 

without the need of a mediang third party.

Where ERC stands for “Ethereum Request for Comments” is the official protocol 

for making suggesons to improve Ethereum. Hence any new cryptocurrencies 

created on the Ethereum plaorm as tokens, need to meet the standards of this 

ERC 20 protocol and are therefore called ERC 20 tokens.

C. SMART CONTRACTS 

D. ERC 20 TOKENS 
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------------------------------------------------
BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATION

The SET Token is an ERC20 Standard token that will run on the Ethereum 

Blockchain which is a Decentralized Open Source Plaorm that runs smart 

contracts, applicaons that run exactly as programmed without downme, are 

censorship free, fraud resistant and not suscepble to third-party interference. 

These applicaons run on a blockchain, an enormously powerful shared global 

infrastructure that can move value around and represent the ownership of 

property.

TThe next step in the SET Token creaon process, is to algorithmically hash  

package informaon about the disclosure of an event through the creaon of 

rules and parameters which allow for the verificaon of these transaconal 

events to take place on the blockchain. All of this is algorithmically hashed 

using an encrypted algorithm, and then stored on the Ethereum blockchain.

AAll of SET’s TGE proceeds will be converted through a ShapeShi feature into 

ether and sent to a Smart Contract which will serve as escrow of the TGE Funds 

and will have an immutably preprogrammed So  Cap $5,000,000 and Hard Cap 

of $36.000.000 built in to return funds to the contributor[s] if so  cap is not 

met. The TGE funds will not directly go to anyone's wallet. The Smart Contract 

will need to be audited prior to the TGE along with Post-TGE by a reputable 

auding service.

UUpon compleon of the TGE the Smart Contract will disperse Tokens to the 

addresses in the contributors 'my ether wallet' online as long as so  cap is 

achieved. Fiy percent  of the funds will go to the CEO CEO for business 

development purposes, and the remaining 50% will automacally be sent to a 

second Smart Contract to be held. The 50% of raised funds in ether added to 

the new Smart Contract will disperse funds according to the agreed upon 

milestones which will be outlined monthly in the Official SET Token MGE 

MemoMemorandum.
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Of the funds raised, 25% will not be dispersed unl the Ethereum Casper 

Protocol begins staking. Only the Staked Ether will be ed to the Token through 

a Decentralized exchange and will constantly buy the tokens from the market 

with Ether market price creang daily volume and the tokens will in turn be sold 

by the 3rd Smart Contract containing the unsold tokens from the TGE 

specifically for this purpose of creang a stable high volume trading token 

market for stability which pegs it to the success of the Ethereum Blockchains 

fuel fuel coin Ether and its global adopon and success.

The method of keeping any unsold TGE tokens in circulaon as opposed to 

wasng them with burning, a method the United States Securies and 

Exchange Commission (“SEC”) has condemned for market manipulaon, will 

help the token remain stable. Price stability is highly desirable for the ulity of 

the SET Token because it will encourage token holders to spend them on 

eco-friendly products, such as e-bikes, as opposed to holding them for 

speculatorpurposes. 

AAcombinaon of the unsold tokens from the TGE along with 25% of the Total 

funds raised will create that stability by feeding the ether from theSmart 

Contract to the Decentralized Exchange constantly buying the Nave tokens 

le over in its contract and viceversa for a term no less than 20 years..

TThe SET Token has a clear funconing ulity, because the token is already 

created at the me of the TGE, and the products are already available to 

purchase using the SET Token. The SET Token acts like a gym membership to 

enter the community. SET has not outlined any return expectaons on the SET 

Token. The SET Token is designed to have a stable price, and only aract 

members who are interested in purchasing eco-friendly goods. SET has not 

entered in any contracts to put the SET Token on an exchange, or taken any 

aconacon that would otherwise be similar to the sale of a security. The SET Token 

price will depend only on the size of the SET community, and the frequency 

with which they purchase eco-friendly products. The SET Token is designed on 

the Ethereum Blockchain, and therefore the underlying price of Ethereum will 

also have some impact on the SET Token price. 
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-------------------------------------
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

The eco-friendly industrial product sector is expected to grow substanal from 

S40 billion to well over $250 Billion dollars by 2020 as the fight for the fate of 

our planet rotates in the balance”

Dr. Anthony Sousa, ABD, Senior Vice President of the United States Branch of 

Smart City Global Research Instute.

The SET Community is primed to give its members a way to parcipate in this

double-digitsalesdouble-digitsales growth industry, by delivering consumers with purchasing 

eco-friendly products. Global Sales of Electric Bicycles Are Expected to Reach 

$24.3 Billion in Annual Revenue by 2025. (CITE). Connuous improvements in 

lithium ion baeries are contribung to increased sales of electric bicycles. 

(CITE).

A new report from Navigant Research examines the global market for 

thro le-control and pedal-assist electric bicycles (e-bikes), with detailed 

analysis of market opportunies, drivers, and technology trends, as well as 

forecasts for sales and revenue, segmented by region and baery chemistry, 

through 2025.

An example of a transacon would be e-bikes sold for the best price that are 
purchased with the Nave Tokens of the plaorm. If all the tokens sell in the 

‘Token Sale’ The contract will instead purchase from the free market including 

the staked ether once the Ethereum Casper Protocol is instuted which will 

create an an-inflaonary measure to guarantee stability and constant value of 

the SET Tokens.
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In markets around the world, increasing urbanizaon and a desire to move away from 

cars for motorized transportaon is creang more opportunies for alternave 

mobility devices. Globally, e-bikes connue to be the highest selling electric vehicle, 

with nearly 35 million unit sales forecast for 2016. According to a new report from 

@NavigantRSRCH, global e-bike sales are expected to grow from $15.7 billion in 

revenue in 2016 to $24.3 billion by 2025.

““Rising levels of populaon density and traffic congeson are driving interest in 

different modes of transportaon,” says Ryan Citron, research analyst at Navigant 

Research. “E-bikes are uniquely posioned to be a primary benefactor of this trend 

since they are low in cost relave to cars, do not require licenses to operate, and can 

take advantage of exisng bicycling infrastructure.”

Improving lithium ion (Li-ion) baery technology is also helping to drive e-bike 

sales, allowing for e-bikes that are lighter, lower in cost, and remarkably similar 

to tradional bicycles, according to the report. While sealed lead-acid sll 

constutes a majority of e-bike baeries, the market is steadily shiing toward 

the Li-ion chemistry.

IIn the report, Electric Bicycles, analyze the global market for thro le-control 

and pedal-assist e-bikes. The study provides a detailed analysis of the market 

opportunies, key drivers of growth, and technology trends associated with 

e-bikes. Global market forecasts for annual e-bike unit sales and revenue, 

segmented by region and baery chemistry, extend through 2025. Forecasts of 

tradional bicycle sales and esmates of e-bike market share of the total 

bicycle market by region are also provided. The report also examines 

govgovernment influence on the market for e-bikes and provides profiles of key 

e-bike manufacturers and suppliers. 

The Global Electric Bikes Market Worth is expected to be US$ 19 Billion by 

2022 – Persistence Market Research Electric bikes market ancipated to Rise 

at a CAGR of 4.7% by end of 2022
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New York, Sept. 20, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) 

Electric bikes are modern means of transportaon, which use electricity as fuel to 

propagate. These vehicles come in different types, few of which use both physical  

electric power to gain momentum. Drivetrain, electric motor and baeries are the main 

components in electric bikes.

TThe different types of electric bikes have different capacies. For longer distances, 

typically electric moped or motorcycles are used, and for shorter distances, generally, 

pedal assists are used.

EElectric bikes have undergone new technological developments over the past few 

years. High quality material and advanced baeries, which have high power and 

improved life, are a few of the advancements that have drove innovaon to this 

market. In metropolitan cies of Europe (typically in UK and Germany) and North 

America (US and Canada), it has become commonplace to see the infrastructurein 

place for bike rentals all over the city. In fact, a large supporter of the rental bike 

infrastructure development came from the government.  Several benefits of electric 

bibikes, such as zero emission of harmful gases, eco-friendliness, reducon in 

greenhouse effect, reducon in tailpipe emissions etc., are supporng the consumpon 

of electric bikes over the globe thus aiding the growth of the global electric bikes 

market. But certain aspects such as high inial price, less number of charging staons 

and high costs associated with maintenance of charging staons resulng in high 

charging prices are liming the growth of the global electric bikes market.

Persistence Market Research has analyzed the global electric bikes market and has 

revealed that the global market is likely to project a growth of 4.7% CAGR during the 

forecast period 2017-2022.
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Asia-Pacific excluding Japan (APEJ) is a lucrave region and is expected to show high 

market share by the end of 2022. This growth forecast is expected to connue growing 

steadily into the future. Several players are se ng up manufacturing plants in this 

region due to easy labor availability and low cost. Moreover, this region has 

experienced high government support, with the Indian electric bike market receiving 

significantly favorable policies. China and India have contributed significantly to the 

growth of the electric bikes market in the APEJ region.

LithiumLithium ion baeries remain the preferred choice for manufacturing electric bikes. This 

segment is poised to register a CAGR around 5% throughout the period of assessment. 

The main features favoring the use of lithium ion baeries are their small size and high 

power delivery. On account of these factors, electric bike manufacturers are likely to 

shun other baery types in favor of lithium ion.

NNickel metal hydride baeries account for the largest revenue share in the market. The 

status quo is likely to remain unchanged during the forecast period. However, nickel 

metal hydrides will face sff compe on from baeries that are durable and more 

effecve, such as lithium ion.

IIn the product type category, the class1: pedal assist segment is expected to lead the 

global market in terms of high market share. However, this segment is poised to show 

slow growth rate as compared to speed pedaling segment in the coming years due to 

cleaner transportaon and less noise.

HMCRHMCR remains the largest segment by conversion kits type; however, in the recent 

past, fricon drives have gained tracon among end-users. While HMCR will connue 

to lead in terms of high revenue share, fricon drive segment is projected to grow at 

an impressive CAGR.

TThe research report has also profiled key companies operang in the electric bikes 

market. These include er companies such as Prodeco Technologies Llc, Samsung SDI 

Co., Ltd., Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., Bionx Internaonal Corporaon, Panasonic Corp, 

Jiangsu Xinri E-Vehicle Co. Ltd., ., Derby Cycle Holding GmbH, Giant Manufacturing 

Co., Ltd., Accell Group N.V and Robert Bosch GmbH.

5 Key Highlights on Global Electric Bikes Market
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There is a huge untapped business potenal in the environment sector. The CII and 

World Resources Instute have started New Ventures India, an iniave that provides 

financial support to entrepreneurs. In addion to e-bikes and air filters, some of the 

sectors we support include clean technology, green building materials, renewable 

energy, organic agriculture, energy science and eco-tourism.

SESET services a segment of the market that represents a megatrend that reaches down 

to the very reason for humanity’s existence. The fight for the Sustainability of our 

Planet has gain momentum. Smart Cies are a global phenomenon and each of them 

seek to reduce the carbon footprint of their city and enhance the lives of its cizens.

Persistence Market Research Overview

Persistence Market Research (PMR) is a third-plaorm research firm. Our research 

model is a unique collaboraon of data analycs and market research methodology to 

help businesses achieve opmal performance.

TTo support companies in overcoming complex business challenges, we follow a 

mul-disciplinary approach. At PMR, we unite various data streams from 

mul-dimensional sources. By deploying real-me data collecon, big data, and 

customer experience analycs, we deliver business intelligence for organizaons of all 

sizes.

The SET plaorm will open a gateway for all community members who 

want to save the world from polluon and global warming.

As a community member you can vote on different environmental 

projects and can also gather incenve token for future use.

User can use SET for financing other eco-friendly projects.

BENEFITS
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-----------------------------
SMART CONTRACTS

The SET plaorm is built on the Ethereum plaorm and ulizes various smart 

contracts to ensure validaon of buyer, seller, maintain wallets, check for 

sasfactory condions to be sasfied for investment in projects and also 

contracts to maintain and ulize impact data from various projects.
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--------------------------------------
USER REGISTRATION STRUCTURE

REVENUE MODEL:

The SET plaorm will generate revenue from following primary sources:

SET Platform will earn from it’s token (discount/utility token) sale.

Community members  have to purchase SET Token to buy any product listed on our platform.

Platform will charge a minimal fee from both sellers- to list their products, and users – to 
maintain their profiles.

Seller will have to conduct/purchase community survey for their products listed on SET 
platform for which they will have to pay through medium of SET Token.

User/Members can avail different services listed on our platform for which they will be charged User/Members can avail different services listed on our platform for which they will be charged 
minimal fee.

Public Bicycle Sharing Projects across locations in India and Overseas.

Outdoor Air Pollution Controllers Installation.

Trading of Carbon Credits.

Renewable Power Trading.

The marketplace of Environmentally sensitive Projects Products Services, Ideas, Innovations.

Crypto fund house Operations.Crypto fund house Operations.

Consulting and Advisory.

Direct Sales of Allied Products like Home Air Purifiers, Car Air Purifiers, Hydrogen Bottles, 
Battery Powered Bicycles etc.
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--------
TEAM

Sasha Hodder is a member of the Florida Bar and has been working 
in the cryptocurrency space since 2014. She helps her clients 
navigate the burgeoning virtual currency regulaons of FinCEN, the 
IRS and the SEC. Her background includes experience as a big-bank 
Trader, execung deals on the major exchanges in both Canada and 
USA.

Sasha Hodder
Legal advisor

LEGAL AND ATTORNEY

Leading personality, public speaker and voice of progress to the 
cryptocurrency community and emerging markets. She is passionate 
about leveraging Crypto and Blockchain driven soluons to make a 
global impact and empower individuals to live life to the fullest!

Jen Buakaew
Blockchain Advisor/Influencer

Partner at ICO Markeng Soluons, Owner of Wine Country 
Getaways and Wine Country Properes, Social Media Markeng 
Manager for Loci and Unilot, Blockchain Expert for Blockchain 
Conference India and World Blockchain and Token Summit Dubai.

Debra McCann
Blockahin Markeng Advisor

BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT
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Norbert is a cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology expert, his 
goal and passion is to make cryptocurrencies as popular as possible.

Norbert Radoki
Markeng Expert

Rick Shaddock is the CEO of Associaon of Digital Currency HQ in 
Washington DC which Cerfies Legitamate Blockchain Projects and 
helps educate people that are interested in learning about the 
emerging Blockchain Technology including Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Rick Shaddock
Blockchain Expert

Chris has more than twenty years’ of experience working in various 
senior and MD roles within the Environmental space in Australia and 
has been involved in the delivery of some of the largest mul-site 
environmental projects and programs in Australia.

Chris Cowan
Director Priority Group (Australia) 

ADVISORY BOARD

Sean is Blockchain expert and volunteered at a popular 
CryptoCurrency forum as a moderator and secured solid 
relaonships with early adopters and famous developers. He has also 
assisted in the launch of experimental Alternave Cloned 
CryptoCurrency Blockchains for Educaonal, Entertainment and 
Scienfic Research.

Sean Brezendine
Blockchain Advisor
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Mukesh has a background as both a currency trading entrepreneur 
and a ulity payment specialist. Prior to being an advisor to SET, 
Mukesh worked with ulity clients across globe. His diverse 
background in global payment includes ulity financial reporng, 
regulatory fund management and payment soluons.

Mukesh Sharma
Business Consulng (Sydney, Australia)

He is the Managing Director of Strata Group which Invests in Select 
Disrupve Patented Technology Products and Supports to Boost the 
Global Sales of its Porolio Companies Exponenally through a Very 
Unique and Credible Network of Business Partners across the Globe.

Mr. Amol Chaphekar
M D Strata Group,StrataEnviro Pvt Ltd  (India)

Sandeep is a Senior Finance Professional with 20 years of extensive 
hands on experience in management business leadership. Insighul 
experience with companies in Manufacturing, Trading & Projects 
industry with operaons across the Globe.

Sandeep Hissaria
 GM Sco  Power Corporaon Dubai

Shelley has a wealth of operaonal experience with Government and 
White Cerficate Schemes within Australia. Her career within the 
industry began with a role in the Community Liaison Unit at the 
South Australian Department of Environment and Heritage.

Shelley Pollock
Operaons Manager Your Energy Saving Soluons
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Ravindran has 20+ years of experience Sales, Markeng Channel 
Sales, Business Development, Key Account Management, 
Adversing etc. As CEO At Wardwizard Soluon Technolgy, I lead a 
team of like-minded individuals who are commied to Sustainable & 
Equitable Development of Non Fossil fuel based transport soluon 
to address the first / last mile connecvity, BRTS, Metro Staons, 
Railway Staons, airports promong baery-powered vehicles, 
InstallInstallaon of Out Door Air Polluon Controllers, Air Purifiers etc.

Ravindran Nambiar(CEO)

Vijay Adhav is Deputy CEO of Wardwizard Soluon Technology. At 
Wardwizard he is part of a team that is driving iniave and business 
acvity towards Sustainable and Equitable Development for 
Environmental and Polluon Controlling measures, concepts, 
products and services. These Environmental & Polluon sensive 
models have already become part of the SET ICO through business 
iniaves of Non Fossil Fuel Transport Soluon the Public Bicycle 
Sharing Sharing System (PBS) etc.

Vijay Adhav
Dy CEO

Chandrashekhar is an independent writer and eding professional 
who has contributed for more than a decade to the industrial 
developments and entrepreneurial skills to make some posive 
wonders.

Chandrashekhar Khire
Strategic Insights (India)
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For the past 2 years Sajid Malek has been associated with 
Wardwizard Soluons India Pvt Ltd and driving their business 
iniave into IT Security Soluons, Baery Powered Bicycle, Air 
Purifiers, and FMCG etc. A er his bachelor degree he did a 
cerficate course in graphic design and has worked in real estate and 
construcons. Now he is key member of Wardwizard Soluons. 

Sajid Malek (CMO)

Mandar Bhalerao is Specialist in Organizaon development, strategic 
planning, Training and development, recruitment, performance 
management. Mandar play a vital role in growing of Wardwizard 
soluon Organizaon in domesc and global market. He is dedicated 
to share his experience, knowledge and skills for the development of 
his company and employees individual growth.

Mandar Bhalerao (COO)

Jeegar Anant Desai is well skilled in Blockchain technology 
development and Crypto mining. He is an experienced founder with 
a demonstrated history of working in the computer soware 
industry. Jeegar is a strong entrepreneurship professional with a 
master degree (M.B.A.) focused in Internaonal Markeng, 
Comprehensive from Goldey-Beacom College.

Jeegar Desai (CTO)
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Nikhil is a strategic-thinking and versale professional with more 
than 18 years' of experience in HR, Quality Systems, Accounts and 
Sales. With his demonstrated ability to shoulder cross-funconal 
responsibilies and result driven strategies, he has always set a mark 
in achieving his designated targets and contributed to the growth of 
his organizaon. His global presence and experience along with his 
inter personal skills have been a precise tool to create an efficient 
nenetwork of investors for Wardwizard Netherlands. He has also been 
a crypto enthusiast for the past one year and has a strong belief in 
wealth creaon through this vercal. His dedicaon towards his 
assignments and passion towards the environment are a 
complimenng combinaon of giving a Midas touch to the objecve 
and goal of SET plaorm.

Nikhil Raul
Vice President Operaons
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--------------------------------------------
TOKEN GENERATION EVENT (TGE)

SET foundaon - Amsterdam, Netherlands

SET plans to distribute 37% of its total tokens through Token Generaon Event 

(TGE). The distribuon of tokens is as below:

TOTAL TOKENS

PROMOTERS QUOTA

PUBLIC OFFERING

PUBLIC OFFERING

CLOSE GROUP

PRE TGE

TGE

45 MILLION

18 MILLION

27 MILLION

04 MILLION

06 MILLION

17 MILLION

27M

18M

Total token supply : 45 million

Tokens distributed in ICO: 17 million (37%)  

So  cap: 5 Million Token

Price of 1 Token: 0.90 USD
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Cizens and tax residents from the following countries are excluded from 

parcipang in the TGE:  

CHINA

BANGLADESH SOUTH KOREA SYRIA BOLIVIA

PAKISTAN NORTH KOREA LEBANON ICE-LAND

USA

NEPAL  AFGHANISTAN  CANADA

27M

TGE

CLOSE GROUP

PRE-TGE

TOKENS DATE STATUS BONUS

4 MILLION 7 FEB 2018

1MAY 2018

 5 JULY 2018

Completed

On-going

-

-

15%

-

6 MILLION

17 MILLION

SET tokens can be purchased using  BTC, ETH,  LTC, DASH, BCH
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-----------------------------
FUND UTILIZATION

The Allocaon for the funds raised during the TGE shall be done in the 

following manner.

Development - 50%

Markeng - 15%

Legal - 5%

Operaon - 10%

Infrastructure - 5%

Administraon - 5%

MMiscellaneous - 10%

DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL %  

Developing the SET plaorm and all its components, hiring technical resources and 

establishing the infrastructure to support development as per the stages listed in the 

SET roadmap.

MARKETING %  

DDeveloping relaonships, markeng plan and cooperaon strategy with PR plaorms in 

order to expand support and trust in our plaorm and reach a wider audience across 

the world. This includes onboarding new instuons seeking to benefit from being 

listed on a global network. Blockchain being a new technology with new paradigm of 

fund transfer and management, instuons would require to be educated on the 

benefits of using the SET plaorm.
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VENDOR PARTNERSHIPS % 

DDeveloping relaonships with non-merchants’ en es, such as exchange providers and 

other strategic partnerships, including possible joint ventures and incenves to drive 

plaorm adopon. The success of SET plaorm would depend on easy interoperability 

of various coins and tokens in the cryptocurrency market for the purchase of SET 

tokens. Therefore it would be crucial to integrate one or more of the popular coin 

exchange services on the SET plaorm.

LEGAL & REGULATION %  

Establishing legal en es, complying with ongoing regulatory framework, 

incorporaon and other legal obligaons.

OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION %  

Operaonal cost of running the plaorm and administrave costs of running the 

company.
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---------------
ROADMAP

Company incorporaon

Close group token distribuon

Launch Pre TGE and TGE

Compleon of TGE

Lisng on reputed cryptocurrency exchanges

Development of first beta version of plaorm wallet

Develop reporng tools

Compleon of first beta

Develop APIs for integraon of addional 

benefits on the plaorm

Mobile app development

Messenger client integraon

Integraon of rang and review mechanisms

Expand corporate partnerships

Partnerships with websites to integrate on web portals

Q1
2018

Q2
2018

Q3
2018

Q4
2018

Q5
2019
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-------------------------------------
DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

A full 50% will be distributed during the private, presale and TGE porons 

of the raise.

A contract for staking will be put in place and 25% of the raise will go 

towards this mechanism that will be deployed to maintain the integrity of 

the Token.

Team Members and Advisors will split 12% of the proceeds.

Other Expenditures will be funded by 8% of the total

..

SET Token distribuon exemplifies the values of the company by 

comming a 5% of the capital acquision towards an Environmental 

Charity.
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------------------------------------------------------------
LEGAL, REGULATIONS AND COMPLIANCE

Some of the elements of SET’s Whitepaper are governed by internaonal legal terms. 

The SET team extensively believes in best pracce policies and procedures intended 

to ensure legal and regulatory compliance. Every member shall  comply with the AML 

and KYC norms of the global standards.

SESET is commied to maintaining compliance with laws, regulaon, and licensing with 

governing bodies to achieve sustainable growth. Our plaorm will enforce the rules 

and regulaon related to buying/selling of products, money transfer, user protecon 

act, data security and decepve business pracces and other procedure intended to 

legal and regulatory compliance in the countries where our plaorm is operaonal. 

We desire to act with the highest standards of integrity, honesty, and accountability.

The user expressly agrees that the user is engaging in the set token sale at the user’s 

sole risk and that set tokens are sold on an "as is" basis without warranes of any kind, 

either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, warranes of tle or implied 

warranes, merchantability or fitness for a parcular purpose (except only to the 

extent prohibited under applicable law with any legally required warranty period to 

the shorter of thirty days from first use or the minimum period required by law in most 

jurisdicons).

YYou acknowledge and agree that, to the fullest extent permied by any applicable law, 

you will not hold third pares or individuals associated with the set token sale liable 

for any and all damages or injury whatsoever caused by or related to use of, or 

inability to use, set tokens or the set plaorm under any cause or acon whatsoever 

of any kind in any jurisdicon, including, without limitaon, 

Limitaons Waiver of Liability :

IMPORTANT NOTICES/DISCLAIMER:
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acons for breach of warranty, breach of contract or tort (including negligence) and 

that none of the third pares or individuals associated with the set token sale shall be 

liable for any indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequenal damages, 

including for loss of profits which are never implied regarding the purchase of set 

tokens for ‘ ulity’ and not as an investment along with, goodwill or data, in any way 

whatsoever arising out of the use of, or inability to use, or creaon of, or inability to 

create, set tokens and that set’s contribuon to the set token sale is that a 

‘c‘contribuon’ not a purchase or investment instead basically a donaon contribuon.

You further specifically acknowledge that the third pares or individuals associated 

with the set token sale and creaon will not be liable, and you agree not to seek to 

hold any of the third pares or individuals associated with the set token sale, or 

creaon liable, for the conduct of third pares, including other involved in the 

creaon of set tokens or the sale of the set tokens, and that the risk of contribung 

to the set token sale rests enrely with you.

Neither the so ware nor its creators provide legal advice and this code was not 

created to provide legal advice or as a substute for legal advice. By using this code 

you also agree to the SET Privacy Policy and Terms of Service listed on our website.:

If you use this so ware to provide legal advice you may be subject to civil and criminal 

liability. Praccing law without a license is a violaon of criminal law in some 

jurisdicons. Consult a lawyer licensed in set’s jurisdicon if you have any quesons 

about what does or does not constute the pracce of law.

Addional Disclaimers
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Important disclaimer: 

Nothing herein is intended to be understood as legal advice. Consult a lawyer 

qualified to provide legal advice in set’s jurisdicon

The SET Token is poised for success. By riding the wave from the Megatrend that is 

occurring with eco-friendly products, the company is become one of the first to use 

Blockchain Technology to service this under serviced sector.

Selling a tangible product that is good for the environment as well your health creates 

a value to the token. The value can connue to grow with the demand for all things 

eco-friendly finding favor from retail buyers as well as instuonal investors that 

come out in support environmentally of a cleaner environment for all of humanity.

Conclusion:
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-------------------------
PRIVACY POLICY

The profile of all the members on the plaorm shall be explicitly confidenal, and will 

not be disclosed to any other member on plaorm unless an express consent is sought 

by the member. Data on the plaorm is held in a distributed way. This is important to 

avoid the user data breaches that befall centralized databases. Connual 

development requires developers to have permission to access to update the so ware 

and as a result, the back-end marketplace will be centralized and under the control of 

SET as an organizaon. The plaorm inherits the trust sensive aspects of the 

prprotocol which tokens underpin the product. The plaorm is commied to keeping 

any and all personal informaon collected from the individuals that visit our website 

and make use of our plaorm accurate, confidenal, secure and private.

We are connuously improving our WhitePaper, and revisions will be made on an ongoing basis. 

DISCLAIMER
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THE END


